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800.770.8010

Web Price $25.95
Quantity

Overview
Item # 503546
Average Rating: 
Recommended Grade(s): K-8
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"I am very excited to
receive these items and I
must say this is the best
educational product
company I've ever had the
pleasure of doing
business with. Thank you

NeatSeat® Classroom Chair Organizer: Set of 4 -
Assorted Colors

 

You may also like...

Volume Discounts
QTY PRICE   

1 $25.95 Each  

6 $23.95 Each  

DESCRIPTION

These handy seat organizers are a great way to eliminate students travelling
around the classroom and the sharing of commonly touched supplies! Make
one set of supplies for each student and the NeatSeat will keep everything
they need close at-hand! 

The NeatSeat® is the ideal storage solution for the classroom. It holds a
multitude of books and supplies, and attaches to open-back chairs, staying
neatly out of the way. Easy to use, and durable, simply spot clean when
necessary. The assorted set of NeatSeats® come in 4 fun, vibrant colors:
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for the great service." 
-- Geraldine K.

purple, lime green, orange, and blue. Each NeatSeat® measures 16"H x 12"W
with a 1 1/2" gusset. 

Features:
- Dual-inner pockets store books, SmartPALs® and larger items
- Velcro flap closure keeps the NeatSeat's® profile slim and secure
- Two front mesh pockets keep items stowed, but still easy-to-see
- Straps easily adjust to fit any size chair, and attach to chair backs with easy-
snap clips 

Please Note: NeatSeat organizers are designed to be used on classroom
chairs, and not as backpacks or carrying cases. EAI Education recommends a
maximum weight capacity of 15lbs. Overloading with heavy or over-sized
materials may shorten the life of your NeatSeat. 

Examples of open-back chairs: 

DETAILS

Type: Class Resources
ISBN/UPC 841971100609

SAFETY

Customer Reviews/Tips

Average Rating  

NeatSeat® Classroom Chair Organizer: Set of 4 -
Blue

$25.95

NeatSeat® Classroom Chair Organizer: Set of 4 -
Lime Green

$25.95 $24.79

NeatSeat® Classroom Chair Organizer: Set of 4 -
Orange

$25.95 $24.79

NeatSeat® Classroom Chair Organizer: Set of 4 -
Purple

$25.95 $24.79
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(4 customer reviews)       Create your own review

I love this product. I think it is far superior to the chair pockets that are
commonly sold elsewhere and it amazingly costs less! The NeatSeat has so
many great features. There are two small net pockets on the front--an easy
to see and store place for small, frequently used items like a dryerase
marker and bag of counters. Then there are two large interior pockets. My
class easily stored a folder, a Smartpal sleeve, a personal whiteboard, a
cookie sheet, and several bags of cards. The interior pockets are covered
by a flap, which keeps things cleaner and holds them in. The organizer has
straps on the back with connectors that are similar to a backpack. You will
need open backchairs or chairs with a handle openning if you want to attach
them to the chairs. I actually attached them to the sides of my desks
because mine have a side bar that allowed me to do that. I found this
arrangement ideai since the kids didn't have to lift these when putting their
chairs up and down. After a year of use I am so pleased with this purchase.

Was this review helpful?  

I love mine and use them every day. They work great to help organize my
math manipulatives for my kindergarten students. Great product! - Pat M.

Was this review helpful?  

My daughter is 3 now, and when her baby sister is napping, we get out the
"big girl" toys from her Neat Seat, like the crayons or stickers or play-dough.
It's just the right size to strap to her little chair, and holds several ziplocked
play packs and coloring books so that she can learn about ownership and
responsibility of her toys. This organizer is so durable--holding up great
against an excited toddler's less careful handling. From the pack of 4 we
kept 2 for our kids and gave the others to friends who saw it and thought it
was brilliant!

Was this review helpful?  

See All Reviews    | Create your own review
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